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G E T G E T G E T G E T. RealFlight 6.5 is the next generation of our world-class flight simulators. We have
loaded this product with new features to further enhance it's amazing sense of realism. NewÂ . RealFlight 6.5

R/C Flight Simulator RealFlight 6.5 is the next generation of our world-class flight simulators. We have
loaded this product with new features to further enhance it's amazing sense of realism. New TrueViewÂ .
Download FREE software updates with new aircraft, flying sites and more! Now you can always have the
most current version of RealFlight. Our RealFlight Â . New Real Flight 6.5 Product with Helicopter Pack

Now includes Mode 2 InterLink Elite transmitter and helicopter pack (fits HX-450, HX-800, HX-1200 and
more), new Phased Position Sensors (it's like GPS), New Addition to Parachute Support! (it's like Xbox

1.0!), new Stability Factors in Heli Physics;. Great Planes RealFlight 6.5 R/C Flight Simulator, with Interlink
Elite Controller and Helicopter Mega Pack for Extreme Props Factory Kits & More. Airplane Mega Pack
Features: Blockbuster Pack (36+ Props) This is the Great Planes RealFlight 6.5 R/C Flight Simulator with

Interlink Elite Controller and Airplane Mega Pack with 36 Extra Airplanes. Download FREE software
updates with new aircraft, flying sites and more! Now you can always have the most current version of

RealFlight. Our RealFlight Â . Great Planes RealFlight 6.5 R/C Flight Simulator RealFlight 6.5 is the next
generation of our world-class flight simulators. We have loaded this product with new features to further

enhance it's amazing sense of realism. NewÂ . Great Planes RealFlight 6.5 R/C Flight Simulator RealFlight
6.5 is the next generation of our world-class flight simulators. We have loaded this product with new features
to further enhance it's amazing sense of realism. New TrueView™ lighting makes everythingÂ . Great Planes
RealFlight 6.5 R/C Flight Simulator RealFlight 6.5 is the next generation of our world-class flight simulators.

We have loaded this product with new features to further enhance it's amazing sense of realism. New
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